Tokyo (Lonely Planet Tokyo)

A comprehensive guide to Tokyo, with
increased emphasis on street culture,
nightlife, food and entertainment.

Discover the best nightlife in Tokyo including BenFiddich, Zoetrope, Imasa.Explore Shibuya & Shimo-Kitazawa
holidays and discover the best time and places to visit. Shibuya is the heart of Tokyos youth culture and hits you over
theMeanwhile, cities such as Tokyo and Osaka have been adding new architectural wonders that redefine what buildings
and cities should look like. Theres anKudos to the Park Hotel for commissioning 31 artists to decorate 31 of its
31st-floor rooms. The results are very impressive with all-Japanese themes rangingAgainst. Roppongi can be noisy at
night if youre not into the nightlife theres little reason to stay here. Ebisu, Meguro & AroundThis Kabukicho spectacle
has hit it big with its vision of wacky Japan: bikini-clad women ride around on giant robots against a backdrop of
animated screensLonely Planet Tokyo (Travel Guide) [Lonely Planet, Timothy N Hornyak, Rebecca Milner] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Lonely Planet:Ryokan Seiko Rambling, homey inn in the western suburbs.
Design. Reversible Destiny Lofts Colourful (slightly disorienting) rooms in an eccentrically designed apartment
complex in west Tokyo. Andon Ryokan Minamalist modern ryokan with rooftop jacuzzi near Asakusa.Discover the best
hotels in Tokyo including Shibuya Granbell Hotel, Park Hyatt Tokyo, Hoshinoya Tokyo.Discover the best top things to
do in Tokyo including Senso-ji, Meiji-jingu, Ryogoku Kokugikan.*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Lonely Planet:
The worlds leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet Tokyo is your passport to the most relevant.Tokyo has
everything you can ask of a city, and has it in spades: a rich, cosmopolitan dining scene, more cafes and bars than you
could visit in a lifetime,Explore Around Tokyo holidays and discover the best time and places to visit. With ancient
sanctuaries, hot springs, mountains and beaches, the regionTokyo Tower looms over Roppongi. Legendary for its
nightlife, the area has reinvented itself in the last decade via architecture, with the addition of the chic Beyond the usual
selection of hotels from five-star to budget, Tokyo has plenty that fall off the spectrum entirely. These are places
particular toThe best time to go to Tokyo, including current weather conditions, temperatures and rainfall.Discover the
best restaurants in Tokyo including Kikunoi, Kyubey, Innsyoutei.Top sights in Tokyo. Senso-ji. Asakusa & Sumida
River. Meiji-jingu Harajuku & Aoyama. Tsukiji Market. Ginza & Tsukiji. Tokyo National Museum. Ueno & Yanesen.
Ghibli Museum. West Tokyo. Edo-Tokyo Museum. Asakusa & Sumida River. Shibuya Crossing. Shibuya &
Shimo-Kitazawa. Fukagawa Fudo-do Asakusa & Sumida River.Explore Odaiba & Tokyo Bay holidays and discover the
best time and places to visit. This collection of artificial islands on Tokyo Bay was developed as a
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